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 Kaa Cub Scout Pack 

2018 / 19 Report 

The Cubs have had an exciting programme which has allowed them to 
experience many new activities as well as improving their team 
working skills in the process.  

The Cubs have enjoyed an exciting and varied programme over the 
past year and they have an equally exciting programme to look forward 
to in the coming months. We continue to enjoy a full pack and despite a 
number of our cubs moving up to scouts a number of new beavers 
have joined us. 
 
In May of last year the cubs were lucky enough to get the opportunity to try lawn bowls at 
Westhill bowling club. We were taught how to hold and steer the bowls before trying a few 
games and challenges.  

June 2018 - During summer last year the Kaa pack 
returned to RGU sports to try rock climbing and 
bouldering. As ever this activity was hugely popular and 
for some it was their first time rock climbing. 
 
 January 2019 - We started the year with work on the 
Pioneering badge. The cubs worked in their sixes to build 
a platform to keep them from falling into the lava below! 
This exercise taught the cubs about knot tying and 
working together as a team. 
 
February 2019 - We were lucky to be visited by one of 

Westhill’s beaver leaders for a demonstration on Dry ice.  The cubs were given the opportunity 
to hold dry ice bubbles and take part in several experiments.   
 
March 2019 - Another badge we have been working 
towards is the Naturalist badge. The cubs have been 
on several walks to Arnhall moss to witness the 
changes that take place during different seasons.  The 
cubs enjoy the opportunity to get out and about and 
explore Westhill.   
 
As ever the cubs have played plenty games in 
between badge work. Our favourites include Bucket 
ball, over and under, and the peg game. We have been allowing the sixers and seconders to 
run games as part of their leadership badge.  Over the coming months we hope to undertake 
more outdoor activities and make the most of the light evenings. 
 

Tim, Michael, Andrew and George 


